SELBY DISTRICT
CUSTOMER STRATEGY
2015-2019

Introduction
Selby District Council and North Yorkshire County Council are working together in a
partnership called Better Together which is about seamless delivery in front-line services
within the Selby district and supporting better outcomes for our communities. We want to
support self-sufficient customers and resilient communities who are less reliant on public
sector intervention and better placed to deliver for themselves.
Background
The two councils serve the same customers in the Selby District and we want our customers
to experience a seamless service from both organisations. Until recently, the two councils
delivered services separately, using traditional channels, often from different buildings,
some of which were no longer be suitable for the needs of the community. This way of
working was inefficient and costly, led to duplication and could even lead to failure in
delivering essential services to the most vulnerable people in our community.
Moreover, whilst it is appreciated that some vulnerable customers will always need a level
of direct contact, it is clear that there are opportunities for our customers to benefit from
digital methods and become empowered to self-serve and deliver outcomes for themselves
and their communities. NYCC currently satisfies 30% of its contact online and 70% through
its customer services contact centre; the ambition is to turn this around. SDC’s current level
of online contact is 3.5%, with an ambition for this to become the first channel of choice.
Customer expectations are changing with many people wishing to access services online at a
time that is convenient for them. However, we must remember that not everyone is able to
use online methods so we will continue to provide services via the telephone and face-toface.
People across the Selby district are becoming more active in their communities and the
recent success of ‘good neighbour’ schemes in the district shows the potential people in
communities have to make a difference. Indeed the Selby District Council Corporate Plan
2015-19 prioritises to making Selby District a great place to make a difference – by
empowering people to contribute and get involved in public service delivery, and by
transforming the way people access their services. This strategy helps to deliver the
Corporate Plan by demonstrating a new way of working that supports customers in
innovative ways, and helps those who are more able to be less reliant on direct contact.
Vision
In 5 years’ time the way in which we transact with customers will primarily be online. We
will do this by supporting our customers to access information and services, promoting selfresilience and enabling people to take further responsibility in supporting their
communities.
What the customer strategy will deliver
We will work as one organisation to support those who use our services and to deliver
responsive, timely, seamless services with integrity.
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This new way of working will deliver:










An improved customer experience
On-line services that customers want to use at a time that is convenient for them
Easier and more consistent access to information and services
Providing accessibility and choice
Promoting and communicating services which are focused on customer needs and
interests
A safety net for those customers who can’t access on-line services through continued
telephone and face-to-face provision.
Support for customers who want to get on-line
Support for local people to take on further responsibility for their community
Support from councillors who have a key role to play as ambassadors in educating,
informing and assisting people in their communities

In addition to bringing in the new ways of working, the strategy will work to ensure that our
current customer channels are working effectively.

Changing channels
Changing the way our customers contact the councils will be key to the future. The growth
of the internet and the easy availability of handheld technology and tablets have changed
how many of us find information, shop, book our holidays, apply for jobs and keep in touch
with friends. NYCC research has shown that in North Yorkshire 88% of people access the
internet via a computer or lap-top, while 42% access the internet via mobile phone and 37%
a tablet. The main reason is to use e-mail (94%) and to search for information (91%),
followed by shopping (79%) and internet banking (66%). This shows that a high proportion
of local people are already using the internet for transactions similar to those which they
might need to make with their local authority.

Customer feedback
Customers have told us through a district-wide survey about the type of contact that they
have with Selby District Council, how satisfied they are with their experience and how we
can have better two-way communication: Satisfaction with current communication methods - People have told us that they
use the website and social media to communicate with us – however people are
currently more satisfied with traditional means of communication. It is therefore
clear that we need to build satisfaction in electronic communication methods –
making it a first choice due to ease of use.
 Communication with the Council matters to the community - A large proportion of
respondents tell us that it is important to them that the Council listens and
communicate better. Helping people to access services in variety of ways, and
making sure that messages are communicated across the types of media will help
with this.
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 Digital communication - Although a good proportion of people are interested in
using more digital methods to communicate with the Council, it was clear that many
of those who weren’t either felt in need of help and training to access technology, or
currently prefer to communicate face to face or by telephone. Some people also feel
that the Council should improve its digital offer. We can help by making the digital
offer people’s preferred choice, and by supporting those who would like to explore
electronic methods of contact.

What will this strategy mean for people living in the Selby District?
We will explain what the strategy will mean for our customers through the experiences of
11 fictitious people: Mike and his wife Jenny, Mary, Sandra, her mother Dorothy, Adrianna,
Michelle, her son Callum, Peter, Michael and John.
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Fictitious characters

Mike, 38, accountant & Jenny, 36, office manager
“When I’m not at work, I want to enjoy being with my family, so I want to able to do what needs to be done quickly and
efficiently.”

Description
• Mike has a demanding job with a firm of chartered accountants in Leeds.
• He is married to Jenny, who works part-time for a housing association while the
children are young.
• They have two children, a five-year-old daughter, who has recently started school,
and a three-year-old boy. Most of their spare time revolves around the children.
• They live in a modern detached property in Ulleskelf.
• They are a 2 car family and both Mike and Jenny drive to work although Mike
sometimes gets the train.

Channels of communication
• Mike and Jenny work with computers and are entirely at home with them. They
like the convenience of mobile devices. They use the internet to communicate,
find information, shop and bank. It is their preferred choice, but they do get
frustrated if it is not efficient.
• Their second choice would be the phone. With a young family and busy lives to
juggle, they don’t want to have to deal with face to face appointments.
What this strategy means for Mike and Jenny
• Mike will be able to use the shared council website to find information on schools and search for childcare.
• Mike and Jenny were recently very concerned about some potential development in their village. Jenny investigated it
on the website and then made her concerns known to their local district councillor via email. The new website will
mean Jenny will be able to do all of this in one place online, not only making it easier for them but also meaning they
get responses and updates more quickly.
• Mike often uses twitter and signed up to the County Council for gritting information. In the future Mike will receive
more information via twitter about both councils and if he uses twitter to complain about a pothole it will be picked up
and fixed, whichever channel he chooses.
• They pay their Council Tax by direct debit and would like to receive their bill electronically – in the future Mike and
Jenny will be able to opt for electronically.

Fictitious characters

Mary, 60, retired
“Life begins again at retirement, and I intend to live it to the full.”

Description
• Mary is a recently retired teacher. She is married to Harold, a bank manager, who
is looking forward to retirement. They have no children.
• Mary enjoyed the social and community aspects of teaching, so – as well as
finding more time for her and Harold to enjoy exploring North Yorkshire’s
countryside – she intends to carry this on through voluntary work.
• While they both still have their health and can drive, she intends to make the most
of life.
• They live in a sizeable property in Bolton Percy.
Channels of communication
• Both Mary and Harold are confident computer users, having had to use them
regularly as part of their work. However, they are less enthusiastic users at home.
They haven’t used computers much for pleasure, mainly just to find out about
services and occasional shopping, though Mary thinks this might change.
• At present, if they wanted to find out about or discuss a new service or product,
they are more likely to go to the phone than the computer to complete any
transaction.
What this strategy means for Mary
• She is interested in voluntary work and meeting new people. Mary has recently volunteered to be part of the
Tadcaster and Villages Good Neighbour Scheme. She is keen to learn more about technology and how to find more
information online; this strategy will mean she can sign up to see a Digital Champion at the two councils’ shared
Tadcaster office and learn how to get more from online services.
• Mary may receive targeted communications to get her to start thinking about planning for her old age. These
communications will direct her to information on the website and she will be able to use the online calculator to see
what she may need to pay for her future care.
• In the future Mary will be able to download maps and walks so she can pursue her love of the countryside and even
find how to join local walking groups by using the new Community Directory online.
• Mary is considering delving into her family history, which she has been promising to do for a long time. In the future
she will be able to do most of this online but will also find out about local events which interest her.

Fictitious characters

Sandra, 48, teacher
“We’re just an average family that want to be able to get on with our lives.”

Description
• Sandra is a secondary school teacher. Her husband, Tom, is a site manager for a local
construction company. They have two teenage children, Sophie and Ben.
• The children have to travel 4 miles to Brayton High school.
• Sandra’s widowed mother Dorothy lives on her own in Tadcaster but increasingly needs
more help from Sandra. Sandra is aware that as her mother’s condition deteriorates, the
family might need more support or she might need to look at how she can carry on working
while spending more time caring for her mother.
• Sandra feels she spends a lot of time driving, either to and forth to Tadcaster to see her
mother or ferrying her children round to various activities.
• She has put on quite a bit of weight recently and is looking to loose this.
• They live in Chapel Haddlesey in a three-bedroom detached property.

Channels of communication
• Sandra is aware of the services offered by the various local authorities. If she needs
information about council services, her first port of call is the website. For school-related
matters she usually goes to the school’s own website.
• She has used the website to find out about social care, but expects to need to speak to
someone if she wants to take things further.
• She does not trust internet banking and therefore prefers to use a bank with a local branch.
• Sandra thinks her children follow the youth service’s area Facebook page.

What this strategy means for Sandra
• In the future Sandra will be able to apply for her children’s school bus passes online and will receive a reminder next when
year when she needs to renew.
• Her daughter, Sophie, plays the cornet and attends Selby Music Centre every Saturday to practise. The centre meets at Selby
High School and Sophie can get the bus; she uses the app on her mobile to get real time information on the buses.
• Sandra has had some contact with adult social care about her mother and expects she will need to get in contact again. This
strategy will mean she will be able to go online and register her mother to receive support through the Good Neighbour
Scheme.
• To lose weight Sandra has joined the WLCT’s Move it Lose it programme. She has been able to find time for exercise by
visiting Tadcaster gym whilst visiting her mother. She will be able to follow her progress using the Wellness Cloud at the gym.

Fictitious characters

Dorothy, 75, retired
“I want to stay active and healthy so I can enjoy watching my grandchildren grow up.”

Description
• Dorothy moved into a council bungalow several years ago, shortly after she was
widowed.
• She has diabetes and has trouble with her hips and knees. She has had a couple of
stays in hospital and struggles to readjust when she gets back home. She can’t walk far,
so is largely housebound.
• She has always been a sociable person and would like to be able to meet people to
pursue her interests in crafts and reading. She enjoys music and films to keep her
mentally active, but she can’t get to the library regularly to borrow items.
• She is starting to get very forgetful which worries her daughter Sandra who supports her
to live at home and who she is relying on more and more.
• Dorothy’s income is the state pension and her late husband’s small personal pension.
Money is always tight, but she likes to be able to help her family, as it makes her feel
more a part of things.

Channels of communication
• Dorothy doesn’t own a computer or a smart phone. Her grandchildren have shown her
how they use things like social media, but it seems alien to Dorothy. She understands
she might be missing out on a way to stay in touch with family, but doesn’t know how to
learn and isn’t confident she could.
• She will carry out transactions by phone, but prefers face-to-face contact, so that she can
form an opinion of the person she is dealing with.

What this strategy means for Dorothy
• In the future Dorothy will be able to attend voluntary sector community groups offering activities including singing for the brain. In
addition, she has now been allocated a volunteer as part of the Good Neighbour Scheme – this means Dorothy can get help with
grocery shopping when she needs it.
• Dorothy has had some help from adult social care services, including the fitting of equipment to help her live at home. In future her
daughter Sandra will be able go online to find the best source of equipment. If Dorothy’s situation becomes more serious, more
personalised support will be provided to her – her local community officer will be able to co-ordinate the support she receives from
both councils and other providers.
• Her daughter has been investigating the home library service as Dorothy sometimes can’t get to the library.

Fictitious characters

Adrianna, 27, Polish migrant worker, pizza restaurant worker
“This is a beautiful place, but I don’t yet feel at home here.”

Description
• Adrianna came to North Yorkshire from Poland with the intention of improving her
career prospects and her English and learning about English culture. Currently,
she works in a pizza restaurant at the Designer Outlet. She finds it difficult to
speak English and has therefore enrolled at a course at Selby College to learn
English.
• She is living in a shared property in Selby with her partner who she met in Selby.
• Adrianna has no car, so has to rely on public transport to get to and from work.
• While she has made friends at work, she would like to be more involved in local
life.
Channels of communication
• Adrianna keeps in touch with her family back in Poland largely through texts. She
would like use Skype but at the moment has to rely on her smart phone and the
computer at the library so is unable to.
• Adrianna has used the internet to find out information about college courses.

What this strategy means for Adrianna
• Adrianna is planning on marrying her partner in the near future and is considering marrying at the new registry
office at Selby Civic Centre. They have booked an appointment online. Before this office opened, the couple were
thinking of going to out of the district for this. Marrying in Selby means it will be easier and cheaper for the couple
and their guests with cheaper transport and parking costs. They can even use local Selby firms for catering and
flowers.
• By promoting our translation services, and having publicity material in different language, this will reduce the
language barriers for Adrianna
• The strategy means Adrianna will be able to use her smartphone to go online to research and compare different
accounting courses to find the right one for her.
• She uses the local bus service to get to and from work and likes to check times online.

Fictitious characters

Michelle, 37, unemployed shop assistant
“Life has its ups and downs, but you just have to make the best of it.”

Description
• Michelle is a lone parent. She was divorced four years ago, two years after she was
diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. The strain her condition put on the marriage was a
factor in the divorce. She lives with her son, Callum (17) in a council property in Selby
North.
• There continues to be strain between Michelle and Callum, caused partly by the divorce
and Callum’s father’s lack of interest in the family, but more immediately by the pressure
Michelle’s condition puts on Callum. Callum has to do a lot around the house, which
affects his social life. He did not do well at school as a result.
• Michelle had to put lots of plans on hold when she was diagnosed with MS, but she
would like to update her skills to get back to work.
• Michelle doesn’t have a car, so relies on public transport.

Channels of communication
• Michelle has a computer, because Callum needed it for school work, but it’s quite old, so
it struggles to run some programmes.
• Michelle uses social media but has little knowledge of using computers and does use
email. When she previously moved houses due to the impact of the bedroom tax she
went into the office regularly to get support on using the house bidding system.
• She gets most of her news and information from TV.

What this strategy means for Michelle
• Michelle generally phones the council when she has questions about her housing benefit. This strategy means she will be able to
use her smart phone to find the information she needs and ‘live chat’ with an officer.
• In the future, the local community officer will co-ordinate the services Michelle receives from the two councils and other providers,
like the voluntary sector. The community officer will support her to complete the social care self assessment form on the website.
• When she previously moved houses due to the impact of the spare room subsidy she went into the office regularly to get support
on using the house bidding system. In the future a local volunteer champion will available to show he how to do this on her smart
phone.
• She has recently started volunteering on the Big Local project, this has helped her meet new people and improve her skills and
confidence which could help her gain employment in the future.

Fictitious characters

Callum, 17, student
“I just want to get away from home, I spend too much time looking after Mum.”

Description
• Callum lives with his mum Michelle in a council property in Selby North.
• There is strain between Michelle and Callum, caused partly by the divorce and
Callum’s father’s lack of interest in the family, but more immediately by the
pressure Michelle’s condition puts on Callum. Callum has to do a lot around the
house, which affects his social life. He did not do well at school as a result.
• He is now attending Selby College, studying for a Certificate in Access to Building
Services alongside repeating his GCSEs in Maths and English

Channels of communication
• Callum has an old computer which Michelle bought him for school work, but it’s
quite old, so it struggles to run some programmes. He never uses it.
• Callum prefers to use his smartphone to keep in touch and keep up to date with
what his friends are doing.

What this strategy means for Callum
• Callum will be able to access information on activities for young people in the area on Facebook which he can
access on his smartphone.
• The local community officer who co-ordinates services for Michelle will be able to act as a single contact point for
Callum when he has concerns.
• He will also be able to find out about services that could help his mum and provide more support for him on the
website including young carer support.
• Callum would love to move out of home and has been looking at flats but cannot afford anything.

Fictitious characters

Peter, 44, postal worker
“We’re at a good time in our lives, which gives us a chance to think about helping someone else.”

Description
• Peter works for the post office. His wife, Penny, runs a laundry business from
home in Camblesforth.
• They have a young son. Penny takes him to the nearest children’s centre, where
most of them enjoy the social aspects. At the centre, Penny has found out about
adult learning courses and is considering taking courses to widen her job options.
• Peter has an older son from his previous marriage.

Channels of communication
• Penny has contact via the children’s centre.
• The couple’s first choice method of communication is online for general
information, but they would expect to talk to someone face to face for complicated
enquiries.
• Penny keeps in touch with other mums through social media.
What this strategy means for Peter
• In the future, even when things appear complicated, Peter and Penny will be able to do more online. The ‘web
chat’ button will mean they can get help using the website if they need it.
• Peter has decided he would like to do something different and has volunteered to join the Southern area Good
Neighbour Scheme.
• Penny is thinking about advertising her laundry business more widely. This strategy means she will be able to visit
the councils’ shared website for information about courses for business owners and book into a session.

Fictitious characters

Michael, 44, business man
“I just want to be able to grow my business and employ more people.”

Description
• Michael lives in Leeds but runs a small building company business employing 3
people in Selby Town.
• He commutes into Selby most days and often ends up spending money within the
town at lunchtime.
• He has considered moving closer to work but his children are settled at school
and he does not want to disrupt their education at this time.
Channels of communication
• Michael is a big fan of technology and ensures as many processes as possible
are computerised. This also reduces the need to store paper which is essential in
his very small office.
• Michael uses digital means to promote and manage business – using his website,
email and social media. He expects other organisations to be as on the ball as
him, so in any dealings with the council he would expect to find what he wants on
the website.
• He uses his smartphone to stay in touch so wants to be able to use it to access
the internet when out and about.
What this strategy means for Michael
• Michael pays his Business rates on his office by direct debit and would like to receive the bill electronically – in the
future he will be able to opt for electronically.
• Michael is signed up to the Yortender sites so that he can bid for contracts to work with the councils.
• He sometimes needs to apply for licences for the building works. The new strategy will mean that the company
will be able to set up a customer account that will mean they will not have to input all the details about the
company every time that they apply.

Fictitious characters

John, 60, manual worker
“I need somewhere to live”

Description
• John lives alone in a three-bedroom house in the Abbot’s Road area of Selby,
originally purchased from the council.
• John was married but his wife moved out and they have agreed to divorce. The
house has been sold and therefore he has to leave.
• John is a manual worker based in the town. He has no car therefore relies on
being able to walk to his job. He has a heart problem.
• The family unit has broken down completely.
• Because he has to leave his home John needs the council to help find him
somewhere to live, which due to his health needs to be a ground floor property
and in Selby.

Channels of communication
• John has a mobile phone for calls, but struggles to text. His ex wife has had the
land line cut off.
• He has no computer and doesn’t know how to use one.
• John’s councillor has helped him get an interview with the council’s housing
options advisor but there are few/if any suitable properties available. His niece
has volunteered to help him bid on HomeChoice for a property but is struggling
with her own health problems.

What this strategy means for John
• John will still be able to contact the council by telephone if he wishes.
• The Central Area Good Neighbour Scheme will be able to provide John with a volunteer to help with his
HomeChoice application using a community computer. However, if he still needs help from the council, he will still
be able to access face to face support from the council.

What do we need to do to make this happen?
1. We will target our services to customers – this means using the information we have
about our customers better so that we know who needs more help, better target our
resources and identify where we can look to communities to do more. This will involve
researching the current and future needs of our customers and looking at how they use
our services, and the services of others, so we can plan better for the future. We know
that not everyone will be able to access our services online, so we will make sure there is
a safety net for the most vulnerable.
2. We will give help people use digital to get the services they need - customers will be
able to find relevant information, advice and guidance and request and track services.
Digital Champions will help people use online services and people using the Home
Library Service will be able to self-serve. We will keep traditional channels for some of
our customers and situations (e.g. vulnerable people). We also want to make
information and data about the two councils easily accessible to our community.
3. We will build strong communities - a key part of the future will be supporting people in
communities to get more involved in volunteering to support their community. The
‘good neighbour’ schemes operating already in parts of the district have found that
people are keen to do more for people in their community. We plan to set up a team of
community navigators across the whole district to provide signposting to services and
community groups, advice on lifestyle choices, and support on social care and
community support via brokerage, signposting and information. We will help
communities wishing to plan for their future and deliver services themselves. A key
change will be the setting up of community hubs or networks in our main settlements
for all public services and volunteers to deliver a joined-up service to customers.
Key steps on the way
We have a lot of work to do, so we have broken it down year by year. We have set out
below what we will deliver in each year:
2015/16





We will look at how our customers have used our new website and deliver further
improvements to better meet their needs and provide more services online
We will look at all our contact with customers and how we can learn from this to
encourage more people onto online methods.
We will work with the voluntary sector to compile an audit of community organisations
and groups so we can better signpost and co-ordinate how they can support local people
We will evaluate our Good Neighbour volunteer scheme so we can develop it further to
provide more in local communities.

2016/17


We will set up community hubs providing a range of services in our three main
settlements (this will be a place run by a combination of paid staff and volunteers where
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people potentially can borrow a book, pay their council tax, use a community computer,
get advice on services, have a coffee and much more besides)
We will have a new single customer contact centre in operation
We will have one number for people to access either council’s services when they still
need to contact us by telephone

2017/18




We will have an established new way of working through communities and will be able
to show that more is being provided through volunteer-led schemes and community
hubs
We will be delivering the majority of our contact with customers online at a time
convenient for them.

2018/19


We will look at how effective this strategy has been and how we need to work in the
future.

Resources to deliver
Both councils are committed to transform how services are delivered to customers. A
programme has been agreed with resources identified to make sure we are able to make
the changes above.

How will we ensure we deliver?
We will deliver this strategy through an annual action plan which will be monitored and
reviewed.

More information
If you
on on
thethe
strategy
please
contact
us using
the Norris,
following
options:
If
you would
wouldlike
likemore
moreinformation
information
strategy,
please
contact
Rose
Executive
1
Director
on 01757 705101 or by e-mail at rnorris@selby.gov.uk
info@selby.gov.uk
www.selby.gov.uk
01757 705101
Access Selby, Market Cross Shopping Centre, Selby, YO8 4JS
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